Opportunity Travel’s VIP Tour to Israel
Featuring Marc Lichtenfeld
November 5-14, 2018

Tel Aviv – Jerusalem – The Dead Sea
Masada – Haifa – Golan Heights
With Optional Extension to Jordan – November 14-18, 2018
Join us as we journey to Israel with The Oxford Club’s Chief Income Strategist,
Marc Lichtenfeld... on a mission to discover the world’s most miraculous economy
while enjoying an exclusive VIP expedition through the Holy Land.
You’ll experience the contrasts of ancient and modern Israel – and discover
firsthand why visitors call this country “magical”...
•

From modern, hip, cosmopolitan Tel Aviv... and the world’s most sacred city,
Jerusalem... to the lowest place on earth, the Dead Sea, with its miraculous

healing powers... to an exotic desert oasis where Bible history was
recorded...
•

From the Sea of Galilee, Israel’s largest freshwater lake where Jesus is
believed to have performed many of his miracles... to the cobbled alleys and
stone stairways of an ancient old city, the center of Jewish mysticism since
the 16th century...

•

From the ancient walls and pathways of Nazareth, the boyhood home of
Jesus... to the UNESCO World Heritage sites of Akko, an ancient port city...
and the beautiful Bahai Temple and Gardens...

•

From Israel’s first modern settlement,
established in 1882 by the Baron Edmond
de Rothschild of the French banking
family... to Caesarea, where the ruins of old
are counterpoint to classy residential
neighborhoods and stylish waterfront
cafes and restaurants...

•

And to one of the oldest known ports in the world... Jaffa, once the
disembarkation point for pilgrims to the Holy Land.

There’s so much more... This is only a small sampling of what you can expect on
this trip.

In a moment, I’ll give you all the details day-by-day on everything you’ll see, learn
and hear about on this Opportunity Travel VIP tour to Israel with Marc Lichtenfeld.
But first I’d like to show you what makes Israel so exciting today and why investing
here now is smarter than ever.

Born just 70 years ago, “young” Israel has emerged as the hottest place on earth for
foreign investors and entrepreneurs seeking extraordinary profits.
And... it’s developed a reputation as one of the world’s most innovative tech hubs.
In fact, Google, Facebook, Microsoft and Intel are among more than 300
multinationals that have opened up R&D facilities in this tiny country, which is
home to only 8.5 million people.

What is it that makes Israel a hotbed of innovation?
Google’s developer advocate, Don Dodge, has been to every corner of the earth.
China, Japan, Australia, all of Europe, the Nordics, everywhere... and he says, “There
is no other country on earth that thinks the same way that we [at Google] do like
Israel does.”
According to Dodge, cheaper engineers in places like Russia, India and China were
often not as good. “It's about innovation, creativity, taking tremendous risks,
understanding how to get to market. That's what Israel does. It's not about the
cost.”
“We've made a lot of investments in companies in Israel
and we've acquired five of them," Dodge said. "Waze was
the biggest at over $1 billion, and it was a great
investment.”

“Something is happening here in Israel,” says Adi Soffer Teeni, CEO of Facebook
Israel. “There’s a magic and it’s not easy to explain what it is, but Israel’s a
playground where it feels like home for the multinational.
“There's amazing talent here. Multinationals come here with great R&D centers and
recruit people with a very innovative way of thinking.”

She says the mentality and culture at Facebook’s R&D center in Israel is comparable
to the Facebook facility in Silicon Valley, where engineers “move fast and break
things” while wearing “shorts and flip-flops.”

Microsoft Israel recently named 34-year-old Assaf
Rappaport as its new CEO at one of the world’s leading
research and development centers. Rappaport joined
Microsoft in 2015 after the tech giant bought his startup
cybersecurity company for $320 million, less than three
years after it was established.
“Microsoft has been undergoing a real revolution in the past few years,” says
Rappaport. “This is a company with a culture of excellence, daring and innovation.
Microsoft empowers its people, grows with them, and challenges them to achieve
more. I am proud to lead this revolution in Israel.”
Rappaport characterizes the kind of energy and talent behind Israel’s startups.
He’s a graduate of the elite Israeli military Talpiot program, studied mathematics,
physics and computer science at the Hebrew University, and holds a second degree
in computer science from the Technion – Israel Institute of Technology. He served
for six years in the Israeli army’s 8200 intelligence unit.

Intel first set up shop in Israel nearly 45 years ago.
Today it is Israel’s biggest private sector employer with
10,000 direct workers, four design centers and two
fabrication plants... plus a startup scouting ground. One
out of every 10 people in technology in the country
works either directly or peripherally for Intel’s projects.
Roy Ramon is an investment manager in Intel Capital’s Platform Engineering
Sector (PEG) and is also the founder of the Israel/EU based Intel Ingenuity
Partner Program that enables startups via coaching from Intel’s expert engineers.
He speaks proudly of Israeli chutzpah, a Yiddish word that comes from the Hebrew
word meaning insolence, cheek or audacity. In business, the word is often used to

describe an individual’s self-confidence, a useful “tool” that Israelis have at their
disposal.
Ramon says he initiated the startup program because “when you meet with a
company in Israel, they come in and tell the engineers that they’re doing it all
wrong. They push everything off the table.
“These engineers have been doing this for years. They’re world experts. Yet these
startups are bold enough to come to a mammoth like Intel and say ‘you’re doing it
all wrong.’
“This is one culture that you can’t get anywhere [else] in the world.”

“Israel truly is the ‘Startup Nation.’ You think like us. You break things,
you make things, you're creative. It's special.”
Don Dodge, Google’s Developer Advocate

•

Israel has more Nasdaq-listed companies than any country except for the
U.S. and China.

•

It has more venture capital per capita and more startups than any other
country in the world.

•

Israel, which also has more scientists and tech professionals than any other
nation, spends more on research and development as a share of its domestic
resources than any other developed country.

Israeli startups raised more than $5 billion in 2017...

Take a look at the innovative top three...
•

Sirin Labs, a Swiss-Israeli technology firm tops the list, raising nearly $158
million to finance the development and production of a blockchaintechnology-based phone. World-famous Barcelona soccer star Leo Messi
signed on as the brand’s ambassador.

•

Insightec of Haifa was next with a raise of $150 million in December – the
largest-ever private pre-IPO (initial public offering) fundraise for a medical
technology company in Israel. Their focus is on noninvasive MRI procedures,
as well as continued research for Parkinson’s and Alzheimer’s diseases and
brain tumors.

•

Lemonade, headquartered in New York with a Tel Aviv development center,
raised $120 million for its artificial intelligence insurance company.
Lemonade’s business model is based around donating all unclaimed money
to charities of the policyholder's choice.

And it wasn’t only venture funding that soared...

In 2017, Israeli high-tech saw exits worth a whopping $23 billion... including two
exceptional deals...
Jerusalem-based Mobileye sold to Intel for a mammoth sum of $15.3 billion... and
Israeli drug maker NeuroDerm was acquired by Mitsubishi Tanabe Pharma for
more than $1 billion.
Israel’s economy remains an incredible example of a developed country’s ability to
achieve sustained economic growth... a strong testament to the powerful influence
of a market-based, democratic economy... and the virtues of a well-educated and
disciplined labor market.

Israel will surprise you.
With one foot we’ll take a step back in time, where you’ll experience ancient
customs and daily rituals that have endured through the ages... the stunning

beauty of the hills and valleys... the Dead Sea, truly one of Earth’s unique places...
the Church of the Nativity... the hallowed Western Wall... the sacred slopes of
Mount Meron... and so much more.
With the other foot we’ll walk into the future, where together we’ll uncover the most
resilient, robust and remarkable economy in modern history – perhaps the hottest
place on earth for foreign investors and entrepreneurs to seek extraordinary
profits.

And who better to take you there than Opportunity Travel?
With our special brand of personalized service, our history of informative and fun
lifestyle tours... not to mention unique opportunities and investment seminars...
you’ll get an insider’s look at this “startup nation” that’s recognized around the
world in the fields of innovation, R&D, and entrepreneurship.
You’ll learn how this little country with the odds stacked against it – a nation of “no
milk, no honey, no money” – managed to create an economy that ranks No. 1 in the
number of per-capita scientists and engineers in the workforce... No. 2 as a home
of global startup hubs and research centers... and No. 4 among all countries for
patents granted.
We’ll introduce you to our friends who help Israeli companies sell their innovative
products abroad – a high-powered network of individuals driving growth for Israel’s
economy...
You’ll meet arguably the most powerful person in Israel...
And rub shoulders with top executives... bankers... entrepreneurs... physicians...
scientists... biotech engineers... PhDs... all while learning about the newest
advancements Israeli startups are making.
By the way, it’s important to note that we work with a local tour company that’s been in
business for more than 30 years. It has escorted visitors from all over the world
throughout Israel.
Join us for this fantastic and unforgettable 10-day VIP program to Israel – and
optional four-day excursion to Jordan if you choose.

You’ll see for yourself why few places on earth stir emotions
the way Israel does.

Marc Lichtenfeld is the Chief Income Strategist of The Oxford Club and its
resident biotech expert.
He is the Senior Editor of The Oxford Income Letter,
which is based on his proprietary 10-11-12 System.
He is also the Editor of Tactical Trader Alert, Lightning
Trend Trader and Chairman's Circle Breakout Alert.
Over the years, Marc’s commentary has appeared in
The Wall Street Journal, Barron’s, and U.S. News &
World Report, among others.
Today, Marc is a sought-after media guest who has appeared on CNBC, Fox
Business and Bloomberg.
His book Get Rich with Dividends: A Proven System for Double-Digit Returns achieved
best-seller status shortly after its release in 2012, and was named Book of the Year
in 2016 by the Institute for Financial Literacy. It is now in its second edition and has
been published in multiple languages.
His new book, You Don’t Have to Drive an Uber in Retirement: How to Maintain Your
Lifestyle without Getting a Job or Cutting Corners, was recently released and was
instantly a #1 best seller on Amazon.

From Barb Perriello, Director of Opportunity Travel:
Traveling with Marc Lichtenfeld to Israel is the most
delightful and inspiring experience – and that’s based
on my firsthand account!
He’s traveled around this country many times for
business and for family vacations, and he has a keen
sense of what’s happening here... indeed, he has his ear
to the ground.
Marc is very well-informed and chooses companies to meet with because in particular,
they give you a better understanding of why we’re here. Speakers and executives (and
our attendees) are drawn to Marc’s easygoing, friendly personality... and he’s always on
hand to participate, answer questions and share his experiences.

Opportunity Travel’s VIP Tour to Israel
Featuring Marc Lichtenfeld – November 5-14, 2018
With Optional Extension to Jordan November 14-18, 2018

Your Day-to-Day Schedule
Sunday, November 4
Depart for Israel by Overnight Flight
Today you’ll depart on your overnight flight to Israel.
International airfare is not included in this program but Opportunity Travel has blocked
group fares from JFK on El Al’s Dreamliner and our staff will be happy to assist you with
your flight arrangements. El Al’s Dreamliner is worlds apart from any other aircraft the
carrier has in its fleet – especially in the premium cabin. In the business-class cabin, you
can expect to find all-aisle access in a 1-2-1 configuration plus lie-flat seats and tasty
meal options.

Monday, November 5
Day 1 – Welcome to Tel Aviv, Israel
On Monday you’ll arrive at the ultra-modern Ben-Gurion Airport in Tel Aviv where
our VIP guide will assist you with arrival procedures and then escort you to our
hotel, the luxurious David Tel Aviv.
Once you get to the hotel, you’ll have time to
freshen up before we meet for welcome cocktails
with the rest of the group. Dinner is on your own
tonight.
Overlooking the Mediterranean Sea, the David Tel
Aviv is located right in the middle of the trendy
Neve Tzedek district and its many restaurants, bars, galleries and shops. It’s also
close to the world-famous Tel Aviv Promenade and Tel Aviv’s spectacular beaches.

You can take a stroll along the beach... pop into a few art galleries... shop for
bargains at the city’s main market... listen to some live jazz... and much more, all
within minutes of the front door of our hotel.

Tuesday, November 6
Day 2 – Tel Aviv – Morning Tour/ Afternoon Company Visits
Includes Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner
Today begins with a tasty breakfast together at
our hotel… and then we’re off to explore one of
the world’s coolest cities.
First, we’ll experience an exciting moment in
history with a visit to Independence Hall where
we’ll relive first Prime Minister David Ben-Gurion’s
declaration of Israel’s independence on May 14,
1948.
Next we’ll continue with a walking tour of
Rothschild Boulevard, one of the most important
and iconic streets in Tel Aviv. Here you’ll see a
commercial center with major financial
institutions lining the street, a cultural center –
the main theater and concert hall of Tel Aviv – a
culinary center with the city’s top restaurants, and
a leisure center where you may see dog walkers,
cyclists and some of Tel Aviv’s most fashionable
residents taking a pause at local coffee kiosks and
cafes.
You can stroll through the funky shops and cafes along Shenkin Street, the
“Greenwich Village of Tel Aviv”... or shop for unique craft items in Nahalat
Binyamin’s colorful open-air market... all while taking in modern Tel Aviv in action.

Israel is well-known as the “Startup Nation,”
widely recognized for innovation, R&D, and
entrepreneurship. At Tel Aviv’s exciting and
cutting-edge innovation center, you’ll learn about
the latest advancements Israeli startups are
making in science, medicine, security, space and
much more.
After lunch you’ll get to see and hear about some of the most promising
moneymaking opportunities in Israel right now.
We’ll visit two companies in Caesarea and learn about their fascinating projects.
And then this evening, you’ll have a chance to socialize with the executives from
these companies while we have dinner together as a group.

Wednesday, November 7
Day 3 – Morning Conference/Afternoon Tel Aviv to Jerusalem
Includes Breakfast and Lunch
Following breakfast this morning, we’ll gather for a conference with a team that helps
Israeli companies sell their innovative products abroad. You’ll learn how they help
grow the Israeli economy through their unique system that closes deals by putting
decision makers together.
After lunch we’ll take off by luxury coach for Jerusalem – perhaps the most
religiously significant city in the entire world.
Along the way we’ll stop for a meeting with executives who represent another
interesting company.
We’ll arrive late afternoon in the city and check
into the luxurious Mamilla Hotel where we’ll be
staying for the next three nights. The panoramic
rooftop terrace overlooks Jerusalem’s Old City
walls, and the city’s best shopping and
entertainment options on Mamilla Avenue are
close by.

In the evening we’ll visit the Old City together and walk through the Jewish Quarter
that was reconstructed after the Six-Day War in 1967.
Dinner tonight is on your own.

Thursday, November 8
Day 4 – Morning Meetings/Judean Hills
Includes Breakfast and Dinner
We’ll begin our day with a nice breakfast and spend the rest of the morning in
meetings where you will hear our expert contacts reveal details about Israel’s
nonstop innovation and the opportunities this country offers.
Next, we’re off on an exciting ATV ride along the Haela Valley, where the famous
battle between David and Goliath took place. This is where David the shepherd
boy, long before he became the mighty King David, slayed the giant Philistine
Goliath with a single smooth stone.
The valley is also the site of ancient vineyards...
and what could be better than enjoying a tour
and wine tasting at the Hans Sternbach Winery?
There will be time to relax and freshen up when
we return to the Mamilla Hotel.
Tonight we’ll share a unique dinner together at
the Eucalyptus Restaurant, which serves a delicious mix of Israeli and Arabic
cuisines.

Friday, November 9
Day 5 – Masada and the Dead Sea
Includes Breakfast and Lunch

After an early breakfast, we’ll depart for the Dead Sea. It’s the lowest place on Earth
at 1,388 feet below sea level and is famous for its salt content and near-miraculous
healing properties. The Dead Sea attracts vacationers from around the world who
come to enjoy the thermo-mineral springs in Dead Sea water, the brominesaturated air and, of course, a float in the salty waters is a must!
We’ll visit Masada and ascend by cable car to the
ancient fortress, one of the most famous
historical and archaeological sites in Jewish
history. The abundance of well-preserved ruins
unearthed by the excavations makes this an
interesting and impressive experience.
On the shores of the Dead Sea you’ll have a
chance to lunch and swim in the sea – you won’t believe how buoyant you are!
Cover yourself with the mineral-rich mud and you’ll come away revitalized... and
silky smooth.

Next we’ll go to the beautiful Ein Gedi Reserve, an
oasis in the desert where an abundance of water
and its tropical climate allow exotic plant and
animal life to flourish. Mentioned several times in
the Book of Psalms, this is where you’ll hear the
biblical stories of King David hiding from King
Saul.
Then it’s back to Jerusalem and the Mamilla Hotel.
After this full day, dinner will be on your own tonight.

Saturday, November 10
Day 6 – Golan Heights, Kfar Bloom
Includes Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner
Today will start with breakfast at the hotel. Then we’ll make our way by private
chartered bus through the lush Jordan Valley to history-rich Golan Heights – a green
rocky plateau located to the east of the Sea of Galilee in the far north of Israel.
Our drive will take us through the lakeside city of
Tiberias along the shores of the Sea of Galilee,
and then we’re off on an exciting 4x4 Jeep tour of
the Golan Heights. En route, we’ll learn about the
strategic importance and history of this area as
we admire its natural beauty and scenic hills.
Lunch will be at a mountaintop eatery, named in
honor of former UN Secretary General Kofi Annan. In Hebrew the name Coffee Annan
also means “cafe in the clouds.”
Next we’ll head to Mount Bental, where Brig. Gen.
(Res.) Nitzan Nuriel will give us a geopolitical tour.
After that, it’s time to stop at a boutique winery to
sample more of the region’s surprisingly excellent
wines!
This evening we’ll enjoy a delightful barbeque
dinner at a private home and stay overnight at

the Pastoral Kfar Blum Hotel facing the Galilee Mountains.

Sunday, November 11
Day 7 – The Upper Galilee, Haifa
Includes Breakfast and Lunch

After breakfast we’ll check out of the hotel and travel by private coach to mystical
Safed, the birthplace of Kabbalah and one of the Middle East’s most picturesque
cities. We’ll stroll through narrow winding alleys and stop to visit beautiful
synagogues. In the flourishing artists’ quarter, you’ll have a chance to browse
through workshops and galleries.
At the Ein Camonim Dairy Farm, one of the first dairies in Israel to make boutique
cheeses, we’ll take a tour and dine al fresco at their beautiful restaurant.
Considered to be the best, it produces about 30 kinds of cheese, all made from its
herd.

Next we’ll drive to Nazareth, the boyhood home
of Jesus, where Mary was informed she was
pregnant with Jesus at what is now the Church of
the Annunciation.
From here we’ll head to Haifa and check into the
Dan Carmel, our hotel for the next two nights.

Monday, November 12
Day 8 – The Western Galilee
Includes Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner
Once we’ve finished our breakfast at the hotel this morning, we’ll set off for the
famous ancient port city of Akko (also called Acco or Acre), a fascinating UNESCO
World Heritage Site. Bustling alleyways of an
Ottoman-era town cover parts of a uniquely
intact Crusader city, above and below today’s
street level. We’ll visit the Crusader Halls, see
underground tunnels and pathways, and witness
the port and fortifications that enabled the town’s
inhabitants to resist Napoleon Bonaparte.
We’ll take some time to stroll through the Arab bazaar so you can experience the
true flavor of an authentic market where vendors sell everything from fresh fish to
spices, sweets, traditional clothes and just about anything you might expect to find
in a bazaar.
Back in Haifa, we’ll visit majestic Mount Carmel with its breathtaking views of Haifa
Bay and then walk through the beautiful Bahai Temple and Gardens, also a
UNESCO World Heritage Site.

We’ll have lunch together today as a group.
Next we’ll visit Ein Hod, the only artists’ village in Israel. Nestled among olive groves
and fruit orchards, the village glides down Mount Carmel’s green hills to the sea
shore, a picturesque setting further enhanced by the intense cultural and diverse
artistic scenario found here.
This evening we’ll have dinner as a group and overnight at the sophisticated Hotel
Dan Carmel.

Tuesday, November 13
Day 9 – Drive along the coast to Caesarea – Tel Aviv and Jaffa
Includes Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner
When we’ve finished breakfast and checked out of the hotel, we’ll drive southward
to Zichron Ya’acov, one of the first “modern” settlements in the country. Located
upon Mount Carmel, with magnificent views across the Coastal Plain to the
Mediterranean, the town was founded by Baron Edmond (Benjamin) de Rothschild
in 1882.

Lunch today will be in the ancient city of Caesarea, built by Herod the Great and
dedicated to Caesar Augustus more than 2,000 years ago. Restoration has created
one of Israel’s most fascinating and attractive archaeological sites, and it’s become
one of the country’s major tourist attractions... as well as an increasingly popular
place for Israel’s elite to make their homes.
Our drive to Tel Aviv will take us to Israel’s ancient port city of Jaffa for a beautiful
panoramic view of Tel Aviv and a sense of the modern era’s first Jewish city,
founded in 1909.
Archaeological digs and ancient papyrus
documents reveal that Jaffa existed as a seaport
more than 4,000 years ago, and it’s said to be the
world’s oldest harbor in continual use. Today only
local fishing boats and small yachts use the
harbor... and artist quarters, studios, art galleries,
and shops with archaeological finds, Judaica, and
jewelry now line its narrow alleys named after signs of the Zodiac.
After we check in to the David Tel Aviv, you’ll have time to relax and refresh.

Tonight we’ll enjoy a farewell dinner together in Tel Aviv.

Wednesday, November 14
Day 10 – Departures with airport transfers
It’s our last day in Israel. Today after breakfast you’ll check out of the hotel and
head to the airport for your departure.
See below for complete details on the optional extension to Jordan.

You’ve got a chance to get in on Israel’s “economic miracle”...
just like Google, Facebook, Microsoft, Intel and many more.
AND... you can do it NOW... while Israel’s economy is HOT.
During this exclusive 10-day VIP program in Israel (and optional four-day excursion
to Jordan)...
You’ll dine at incredible restaurants... stay in beautiful hotels... meet amazingly
smart business people who are passionate about their companies...
And no doubt... there’s bound to be a slew of potential moneymaking ideas and
opportunities.
I urge you to call us here at Opportunity Travel as soon as possible, as this unique
excursion will sell out quickly. We already have a good number of people
interested.
Call us at 800.926.6575 or 561.243.6276 or simply send us an email at
info@opportunity-travel.com.
Please note: The cost of this tour will be minimal compared to the potential earnings you
can gain by taking advantage of the firsthand recommendations and knowledge
provided along the way, as well as the lifetime of priceless memories and friendships.

What’s more, with Israel proving itself over and over again as one of the most
resilient economies in the world, this is the ideal time to find out how to profit in
Israel right now.
I hope you'll join us for what promises to be one of the most rewarding and
enlightening VIP financial trips we've ever embarked on.
Cordially,

Barbara Perriello, Director
Opportunity Travel

Post-Tour Excursion to Jordan
Wednesday, November 14
Day 10 – Depart Tel Aviv on a flight to Eilat and drive to Petra
Includes Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner
For those continuing on to Jordan, we will have a very early transfer to the Tel Aviv
airport for your departure to Eilat/Petra. Please be sure that all incidentals are paid
the night before you check out.
We will be met at the airport by our local representative and escorted to the Arava
border. After assisting with visa procedures, our Jordanian tour guides will
transport us directly to Petra, the capital of the Nabataean Empire, approximately a
two-hour drive.
Prepare yourself for a truly unforgettable experience as we explore Petra, the
treasure of the ancient world – and one of the most famous UNESCO World
Heritage Sites. Often called the Rose Red City, it was established as early as 312 B.C.
by the Nabataean Arabs, a nomadic tribe that settled in the area and laid the
foundation of a commercial empire that extended into Syria.
Our visit to this mysterious rock-cut city will include the main sites such as the Siq, a
long-winding fissure between two walls of overhanging cliffs; the elaborate

Khazneh, referred to as the Treasury; the Street of Facades Courthouse and
Amphitheater; the Royal Tombs; and Pharaoh's Castle.

Lunch will be at the Basin Restaurant, surrounded by magnificent ruins.
We’ll overnight at the Mövenpick Hotel and have dinner here this evening as a
group.

Thursday, November 15
Day 11 – Depart Petra for Aqaba on the Red Sea
Includes Breakfast and Dinner
Today will begin with a sumptuous breakfast buffet at the hotel’s Al Saraya
Restaurant overlooking a serene poolside area.

Afterward we’ll depart for Aqaba and check in to
the beautiful Mövenpick Tala Bay Resort, located
on the Red Sea.
Lunch today is on your own and you have the
afternoon free to snorkel, go parasailing or water
skiing, or simply lounge by the water and soak up
warm rays on the sun-drenched beaches.
You can just relax and enjoy the resort or, if you prefer, head into town to shop and
explore.
Dinner this evening is at the hotel.

Friday, November 16
Day 12 – Aqaba
Includes Breakfast and Dinner
Start your morning off with a leisurely international buffet breakfast in the Najel
Restaurant.
Today you’re free to enjoy water activities, explore more of the town or simply relax
and contemplate all of the amazing experiences we’ve shared.
Dinner this evening will be at the hotel.

Saturday, November 17
Day 13 – Aqaba to Tel Aviv
Includes Breakfast
This morning we’ll have breakfast at the hotel before transferring to Arava with our
guide who will assist us at the border.
On the other side we’ll be met by the Israeli representative who will escort us to the
airport in Eilat for our flight back to Tel Aviv. We’ll land at the local airport near the
city.
Upon arrival, we’ll be met by our representative who will transfer us to our hotel,
the David Tel Aviv.

You have the evening free to pack and relax or explore Tel Aviv, and dinner is on
your own.

Sunday, November 18
Day 14 – Departure
Includes Breakfast
This morning we’ll bid farewell following breakfast and transfer to the Ben-Gurion
Airport for our international flights home.

Pricing and What's Included
Opportunity Travel’s VIP Tour to Israel
Featuring Marc Lichtenfeld
November 5-14, 2018
Tel Aviv – Jerusalem – The Dead Sea
Masada – Haifa – Golan Heights
With an optional extension to Jordan November 14-18, 2018
Price per person, based on double occupancy
•

Double occupancy price per person (land package): $5,000

•

Single price per person (land package): $6,150.

Add-on to Jordan (land package)
•
•

Double occupancy price per person: $1,997
Single price per person: $2,554.

Special Oxford Club Membership Discounts
Oxford Club Director’s Circle Members save $100 per person; Oxford Club
Chairman’s Circle Members save $200 per person.
Additional Discounts
If you’ve traveled with us in the past, you’ll save $100 per person.
Please note that only one discount will apply for this tour.
To reserve your place for this tour, we require a $1,000 nonrefundable deposit
per person. Full payment will be due upon sign-up. Full payment will be charged on
August 3, 2018.
Group airfare is available from JFK on El Al’s Dreamliner for $1,050 per person roundtrip, but you will need to book this through Opportunity Travel. We can also assist you
with connections or add-ons to and from JFK.
The price for the main program includes...
•

Nine nights’ accommodation as outlined in the itinerary

•

Meetings scheduled with experts on the ground as outlined in the itinerary to
include meetings with key company officials

•

Meals as outlined in the itinerary (breakfast, lunch and dinner)

•

All current applicable taxes

•

Mineral water and meals on the coach

•

All ground transfers, city tours, excursions and sightseeing as outlined in the
itinerary to include any applicable entrance fees and wine tasting in Golan
Heights

•

English-speaking local guide for sightseeing tours

•

Tips and gratuities to bellhops at the hotels and waiters during the meals

•

Availability of an Opportunity Travel tour staff member who remains with the
group for the full program.

For the Jordan extension, the price includes...

•

Four nights’ accommodation as outlined in the itinerary

•

Meals as outlined in the itinerary (breakfast, lunch and dinner)

•

All current applicable taxes

•

Mineral water and meals on the coach

•

All ground transfers, city tours, excursions and sightseeing as outlined in the
itinerary to include any applicable entrance fees

•

English-speaking local guide for sightseeing tours

•

Tips and gratuities to bellhops at the hotels and waiters during meals

•

Availability of an Opportunity Travel tour staff member who remains with the
group for the full program.

The price does not include...
•

International airfare (however, we are holding seats on EL AL Israel Airlines
with group pricing)

•

Travel Insurance (Though we would be happy to assist you with purchasing
travel insurance. Please ask us when you register. We have two travel
insurance options for you at very reasonable rates. Click here for more info
about the rates. This must be purchased at the same time you book the trip.)

•

Meals other than those mentioned in the program

•

Personal expenses such as drinks, laundry, telephone calls, camera fees at
monuments or tips to local guides

•

Tourist cards/visas (if applicable to the traveler)

•

Airport departure taxes, if applicable (may be due in cash only)

•

Additional activities with entrance fees

•

Beverages

•

Voluntary tips.

We Can Help You with Your Travel Arrangements
We would be happy to help you book your add-on flights from your home and
assist you with the necessary visas, if applicable.

We are currently holding seats for our group on the following flights (and can also
book through fares from your departure city to and from JFK):
November 4 LY008 departs JFK at 11:50 p.m. and arrives at Tel Aviv on
November 5 at 5:15 p.m.
November 14 or 18 LY007 departs Tel Aviv at 9:30 a.m. and arrives at JFK at
2:55 p.m.
Simply ask us about these services when you reserve your place on this trip. You
can reach us by phone at 800.926.6575 or by email at info@opportunity-travel.com.
Note on Single Price
If you are traveling alone and wish to share a room with another participant, we will
try to find a roommate for you, although we cannot guarantee a match. The single
pricing is due when you register. If a roommate is available, we will issue you a
credit for the difference.
RESERVATIONS: A nonrefundable deposit of $1,000 per person is due at
registration time. Full payment is due on August 3, 2018. We accept Visa,
Mastercard, AmEx or wire transfers. If you are paying by credit card, it will show up
on your bill as being paid to Opportunity Travel.
AIRLINE TICKETS: Opportunity Travel will assist with booking international airline
tickets from your home gateway. Just ask when making your tour reservation.
CANCELLATION POLICY: This Opportunity Travel Life Adventure to Israel is
completely nonrefundable. If you cancel due to medical reasons that are covered
by your purchased travel insurance policy, we will advise the insurance company
that your travel and conference fees are nonrefundable.
PROTECT YOUR INVESTMENT: For the protection of your investment, we
strongly recommend that you purchase individual trip, air, health, accident,
baggage and cancellation insurance.
We feel it is a must these days. Feel free to contact our office at 800.926.6575 or
561.266.6570 for more information. Please note that rates are based on the total
dollar amount of your trip and your age.

If you would like to get a quote and book your travel insurance online, we offer two
options:
•
•

Travel Guard Insurance: Click here for a quote.
Travel Insured Insurance: Click here for a quote.

CLICK HERE for our full TERMS AND CONDITIONS.
Register Today!
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